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Framing
▪ on what infra/structures our anthropologies

▪ on what infra/structures experimentation and its infrastructure

▪ on data cultures, semiotic ideologies, and the Research Data Alliance (RDA)

▪ on the semiotics (politics and poetics) of middleware

▪ on readings and writings of archives/databases

▪ on the Platform for Experimental Collaborative Ethnography (PECE)

▪ on infra/structuring the   meta-,     
infra-

,   /slashed/,     (parenthetical), marginal,         and 
similarly differantial sign(ificance)s into digital media coded in/as/by binary 

▪ on ethnographic archives and the depositivist style



• both of us entered graduate 
programs in 1987 (Kim in 
anthropology at Rice, Mike in 
history of science at Harvard)

• “experimental moment” driven by 
interdisciplinarity, through 
(post)structuralist sensibilities from 
linguistics, philosophy, literature

• concern with materiality, limits, and 
excesses of signs/signifying systems 
(language ideologies, genre/styles 
of anthropological texts, 
performativity, etc.)

what infra/structures our anthropologies (of the sciences)
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2007-2010



“One never knows exactly where an experimental system will lead. As soon as one knows exactly what it produces it is no 

longer a research system. An experimental system in which a scientific object gradually takes on contours in the sense that 

certain signals can be handled in a reproducible way, has to simultaneously open windows in which new signals are visible. 

Once it is stabilised in one respect, it can and must be destabilised in another in order to arrive at new ‘results’. Stabilisation 

and destabilisation are interdependent. In order to remain productive, an experimental set-up has to be sufficiently 

open to produce unforeseeable signals and to let new technologies, instruments, and model substances seep in. If it becomes 

too rigid, it stops being a “machine for making the future”; it degenerates into a testing facility geared to production of 

standards or replicas. Thus, it loses its immediate function as a research tool.”





Infra/structural Effects:

Proliferating Archives and Metadata, c. 2000 



2017 2018

Proliferating Archival and Metadata Worlds c. 2016…



Meanwhile in the Anthroverse c. 2016…



Data:  How is data given/made? What are data for? How do data signify? 

Some elements of the language/semiotic/data ideologies of cultural anthropology 
that work against archiving data openly: 

● research ethics and data practices organized around privacy/anonymity to protect 

vulnerable populations

● scholarly enclosure (my fieldnotes, my interlocutors, my etc…. )

● anthropological exceptionalism that fetishizes the complexity and subtlety of the 

ethnographer’s qualitative data and interpretive analysis (“only I who spent years in 

close relation with my community can make sense of my data…”)

● enduring “othering” of sciences and their vocabularies, epistemologies, etc.



WORLD



More than an archive…

…PECE is 
open source 
infrastructure 
for 
archivization



Cool Infrastructures: Life with 
Heat in the Off Grid City



DESIGN LOGICS THAT TRAVEL  



ARCHIVING ANALYZING PUBLISHING

PECE as Triptych



http://www.digitalhumanities.org/dhq/vol/10/2/000248/000248.html

We suggest that there are several obstacles that make the creation of critically aware, intellectually 
meaningful, and materially expressive and deliberately structured arguments challenging. Here they are.

1. Inattention to Material support of Knowledge Production

First, the humanities have a tendency not to be critically attuned to the material features of their own 
contemporary knowledge production…Who has looked seriously at the rhetorical structure that 
common platforms such as Scalar, Drupal, or WordPress impose on arguments? Scalar and Omeka have 
developed from within the digital humanities communities, and their features offer a good study of how 
their designs position them in relation to more domain-agnostic platforms like WordPress…whose 
market saturation is a testimony to their supposedly generic character.



“At stake in thinking about middleware directly is the need to pay precise attention to the 
way tools structure our arguments or express thinking in protocols programmed into the 
platform. Common platforms — Omeka, Scalar, PowerPoint, WordPress etc. — do not simply 
“display” content any more than a network (e.g. Gephi) diagram does. Highly specific 
material conditions organize production at every level. The very nature of what constitutes 
a file, the smallest unit of semantic value, the syntax of connections and relations, means 
of manipulation or use of intellectual content is determined by the platform’s capacities. 
Middleware is a set of mediating and remediating protocols. It introduces semantic 
inflection through organization (are files in trees, folders, flat structures, collections or linked 
through taxonomies?).”

PECE is middleware designed through ethnographic analysis of 
archival infrastructures



Drupal has a concept identified as the “node” — which means any unit of content. That might 
be a digital asset (an image or other file). But it also might be a record (the structured, 
field-based form of entering text about assets or as an asset in its own right). Nodes are 
structural, but not semantic; they serve the purpose of giving the smallest unit of content an 
identity without constraining it according to what it contains. These units of content can be 
assembled in many ways.

So, if I have thirty-five images and thirty-five comments on them, I can store these as separate 
nodes and associate them by calling the fields “image” and “comment” through a query. This is 
basic database activity, and the Drupal environment can perform these kinds of operations 
down to the most detailed level of granularity provided the data is structured properly. 
Drupal’s “discursive modalities” are not reducible to this database… [but] there are 
statements that can be made and statements that cannot, given the constraints of design.” 

How Drupal Infra/structures Archivalization

https://worldpece.org/content/plone-or-not-plone-0

https://worldpece.org/content/plone-or-not-plone-0


Drupal, like any other semiotic structure, can be ab/used.

PECE 
data model

For a system to be 

experimental, 

“stabilisation and 

destabilisation are 

interdependent.” 

(Rheinberger)



“...breaking up all the ordered surfaces 
and all the planes with which we are 
accustomed to tame the wild profusion of 
existing things, and continuing long 
afterwards to disturb and threaten with 
collapse our age-old distinction between 
the Same and the Other.”

–Michel Foucault, The Order of Things 





[Anthropological] accounts should be merological in 
that they recognize their own partialities; depending 
on the rhetoric used, such recognition could be 
described as either scientific or postmodern.

- David Zeitlyn, “Understanding anthropological 
understanding,” Anthropological Theory 2009

Depositivism
(Ab)use of digital infrastructure 
towards a poststructuralist archival 
ethnography



Reading Archival Infrastructures and Data Ideologies



HRAF

Data selection: 
reproductive

Data curation:
extensive, rigid

Data structuration:
high

Data connectivity:
variable

Data interpretation:
low

Data narration:
off-site



Data selection: 
FOIAed

Data curation:
minimal

Data structuration:
minimal

Data connectivity:
low

Data interpretation:
none

Data narration:
none



Toxic Corporate Data, with Shuffle



Digital Futures

Data selection: aesthetic

Data curation: low

Data structuration: low

Data connectivity: customized

Data interpretation: guided

Data narration: auteur





https://localcontexts.org/label/tk-verified/



Mukurtu

Data selection: 
emic

Data curation:
high

Data structuration:
high

Data connectivity:
low

Data interpretation:
low

Data narration:
low



ARCHIVING ANALYZING PUBLISHING

 PECE as research 
infrastructure/middleware 







PECE 
Ab/use of search and 
annotation functions



PECE 

Ab/use of 
annotation 
functions



PECE 

Ab/use of 
annotation 
functions





PECE 
essays



“The question of the archive is not…a question of the past…

…It is a question of the future…of a promise and of a responsibility for tomorrow. The archive: 
if we want to know what that will have meant, we will only know in times to come. Perhaps. 
Not tomorrow but in times to come, later on or perhaps never. A spectral messianicity is at 
work in the concept of the archive and ties it, like religion, like history, like science itself, to a 
very singular experience of the promise.”       

–Derrida , Archive Fever

archival infrastructure 



DEPOSITIVISM IN PRACTICE
DATA MAKING

data is found, 
created, 
recollected

data is creatively 
and expansively 
conceived

DATA 
STRUCTURATION

data is added to 
digital platform 
with critical 
commentary and 
other metadata, 
possibly also with 
tags, given and 
created

DATA 
ANNOTATION

data is annotated 
by multiple users, 
responding to 
multiple questions 
and question sets 
(which continue to 
be elaborated)

DATA 
COMPOSITION

data is composed 
into timelines, 
photo essays and 
shadow box-like 
PECE essay, playing 
with what is figure, 
ground, persuasive, 
and not 

PRIVATE

SELECT GROUPS (SMALL OR LARGE)

PLATFORM PUBLIC

WORLD

● Data management compliance
● Deep Collaboration 
● Critical, interdisciplinary data education

DATA
NARRATION

data is rendered 
into narratives, 
linked to both 
source and 
supplemental data

source data 
evidences 
narrative 
supplemental data 
keeps it current



before 1820
genial depiction

1820-1920
mechanical 
objectivity

1920-1980
judgemental 
objectivity

1990-2015
informated 
objectivity

2015-
disseminated 
objectivity

persona genius manufacturer expert digital 
cartographer

digital archivist; 
depositivist

practice intervention transfer conditioned 
judgement

mapping, layering data curation and 
sharing; 
kaleidoscopics;
deutero learning

image metaphysical mechanical interpreted mapped read

ontology universals, truth 
to nature

individual 
standing for type

families of 
objects

structured;
pattern 
recognition; 
granularity

light, (ab)used 
structure;
multiverse; 
shifting, scaled 
world|views; 
patterns that 
connect

SHIFTING OBJECTIVITIES, KALEIDOSCOPICS AND DEPOSITIVISM
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